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Case report: The lesson from
opioid withdrawal symptoms
mimicking paraganglioma
recurrence during opioid
deprescribing in cancer pain
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Pain is one of the predominant and troublesome symptoms that burden cancer
patients during their whole disease trajectory: adequate pain management is a
fundamental component of cancer care. Opioid are the cornerstone of cancer
pain relief therapy and their skillful management must be owned by physicians
approaching cancer pain patients. In light of the increased survival of cancer
patients due to advances in therapy, deprescription should be considered as a
part of the opioid prescribing regime, from therapy initiation, dose titration, and
changing or adding drugs, to switching or ceasing. In clinical practice, opioid
tapering after pain remission could be challenging due to withdrawal symptoms’
onset. Animal models and observations in patients with opioid addiction
suggested that somatic and motivational symptoms accompanying opioid
withdrawal are secondary to the activation of stress-related process (mainly
cortisol and catecholamines mediated). In this narrative review, we highlight how
the lack of validated guidelines and tools for cancer patients can lead to a lower
diagnostic awareness of opioid-related disorders, increasing the risk of
developing withdrawal symptoms. We also described an experience-based
approach to opioid withdrawal, starting from a case-report of a symptomatic
patient with a history of metastatic pheochromocytoma-paraganglioma.
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1. Introduction

The International Association for the Study of Pain defines pain as “an unpleasant

sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage or

described in terms of such damage” (1). However, pain is a personal experience,

influenced by psychological and social factors, requiring a personalized and individual

approach that often goes beyond guidelines and definitions.

Most of patients with cancer experience pain as the predominant symptom during their

illness and cancer treatment, thus affecting the quality of life (QoL). More than half of

patients report the presence of moderate-severe pain since cancer diagnosis: its prevalence

increases up to 80% in the advanced stage of the disease (2, 3). Cancer pain represents
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one of the main determinants of QoL and performance status,

causing significant limitation in the activities of daily living.

Adequate pain management, with pharmacological and non-

pharmacological strategies, is therefore essential to preserve QoL

and optimize tolerance to life-prolonging treatments, without the

need for dose reduction (2–4).

The correct assessment and quantification of pain are essential

in the management of cancer patients. Cancer pain treatment is

based on the expert use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

(NSAIDs), opioid, and adjuvant drugs. NSAIDs are indicated for

mild to moderate pain, and their side effects are common and

relevant in clinical practice. The use of opioid drugs is indicated

in the treatment of patients with moderate to severe pain. At

each step, the use of adjuvant drugs should be considered (5–7).

When opioid drugs have to be prescribed, it must always be

taken into consideration the pharmacokinetic and

pharmacodynamic bases of tolerance and dependence

development. Furthermore, the onset of side effects should be

prevented: the patient must always be informed immediately.

As World Health Organization (WHO) suggests, a tiered and

personalized approach is needed. The use of non-

pharmacological pain management techniques is of utmost

importance, to optimize the clinical response. The psychologist

should be involved as an active part of the treatment, concurrent

with the start of pharmacological therapy. Patients on opioid

therapy should be adequately screened for the risk of developing

Opioid Use Disorders (OUD). It is of utmost importance to

differentiate physical dependence from addiction because

psychological vulnerability is relevant in patient with cancer. The

onset of withdrawal symptoms after a rapid reduction in opioid

dosage, or because of the administration of an antagonist, defines

physical dependence. As a precaution, patients should always be

considered physically dependent after regular treatment with an

opioid drug. Contrariwise, addiction is a syndrome characterized

by the loss of control over the use of drugs and by compulsive

and continuous use. This is not a pharmacological property of

opioid and must be distinguished from physical dependence (5–7).

Although the literature shows a clear increase in the survival of

cancer patients, there are still very few studies that have

investigated the risk of OUD and withdrawal syndrome in

patients with cancer, in which it is possible to plan a tapering or

even a cessation of the relief-pain therapy. While there are many

studies and clear guidelines on the choice and management of

pain therapy in patients with cancer, to date there are no defined

guidelines on the tapering of therapy in these patients and on

the management of withdrawal symptoms in patients who do not

develop addiction.

The clinical case presented allowed us to reflect on the thin red

line between the symptoms that may indicate a disease recurrence

and those related to opioid tapering, focusing our attention on the

need for adequate tools to monitor patients during the

deprescribing process. Therefore, the purposes of the article are

to highlight the clinical skills and challenges related to opioid

therapy in cancer pain, and to suggest how the lack of validated

tools for the cancer patient represents a limitation in the process

of prescription and deprescription.
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2. Case presentation: opioid
withdrawal mimics a symptomatic
recurrence in a patient with metastatic
pheochromocytoma-paraganglioma

In April 2010, a 38-year-old female underwent left trans-

parotid cervicotomy after the discovery of a left parapharyngeal

neoformation. Histology confirmed the diagnosis of vagal

paraganglioma. Oncological staging with total body computed

tomography (CT) scan and 18F-FDG positron emission

tomography did not show distant metastases, urinary

catecholamine levels were normal. Therefore, the patient started a

clinical and radiological follow-up. Pheochromocytomas and

paragangliomas are rare endocrine neoplasms, composed of

chromaffin cells, characterized by particular clinical

manifestations (due to often catecholamines secretion), and often

with a benign outcome after surgery. They are grouped together

in the same pheochromocytoma and paraganglioma syndrome

(PPGL) (8).

In February 2019 she reported back pain (Numeric Pain Rating

Scale, NPRS 8/10), therefore she underwent a total spine CT scan

with evidence of an osteolytic lesion of the posterior portion of

D10 (depicted in Figure 1) that extended, without involvement,

to the spinal cord. A biopsy of the D10 osteolytic lesion was

performed and confirmed paraganglioma vertebral metastasis.

In April 2019 the patient underwent decompressive surgery, en

bloc resection of D10, and stabilization of the spine. After this

procedure, the patient continued radiological and orthopedic

follow-up without finding new-onset metastases. A genetic

testing (with next-generation sequencing detection technology)

excluded pathogenic mutations. The back pain due to osteolytic

lesion was unresponsive to NSAIDs, therefore she started

oxycodone 10 mg BID and gabapentin 300 mg BID from May

2019 (the timeline of the treatment is depicted in Figure 1).

The oxycodone dosage was progressively increased according

to the patient’s reported NPRS, until the highest dose of 30 mg

TID plus rescue therapy with oxycodone/paracetamol 20 mg/

325 mg, with benefit on the symptom.

In September 2019 she complained dyspnea: a CT scan

revealed right pleural effusion. Histology confirmed the presence

of mesothelial hyperplasia and inflammatory infiltration in the

absence of neoplastic cells, after a right zonal pleurectomy. A

vertebroplasty of D9 and D8 in January 2020 and subsequent L4-

L5 arthrodesis in July 2020 were performed to reduce the

instability of the dorsal spine. Finally, in November 2021 she

underwent an expansion of the back-lumbar stabilization to L4

for the persistence of pain and a sensation of sagging of the

lumbar spine, with a reduction on the reported symptom. Opioid

treatment was not changed before and after surgical procedures.

She started a progressive monthly tapering of the oxycodone

dosage from August 2022, reducing the dosage by about 10%–

15% at each step, until reaching the minimum dosage of 10 mg

TID in December 2022 with the aim of continuing the

progressive reduction of the dosage based on the referred pain

(titration and tapering of oxycodone is detailed in

Supplementary Table S1). The gabapentin dosage was maintained.
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FIGURE 1

Timeline depicting the clinical history of the patient (in purple) and pain management (in green). On the right: osteolytic lesion of the posterior portion of
thoracic vertebra (D10). Panel (A–C) Axial plane; panel (D) sagittal plane.
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Although there had been no resurgence of pain, suddenly, after

about 7–10 days from the reduction from 15 + 15 + 10 mg per day

to 10 mg TID, she developed episodes of incoming hypertensive

crises: average arterial pressure was 150/80 mmHg, with

hypertensive peaks up to 200/100 mmHg especially at night. She

also reported palpitations and profuse sweating.

Furthermore, at outpatient clinical evaluation, the patient

presented with anxiety, increased respiratory rate, stomach

cramps, tachycardia until 100–110 beats per minute, anorexia,

and nausea. The symptoms described could- be associated with a

secreting recurrence of the paraganglioma (despite normal

urinary fractionated catecholamines and metanephrines levels,

measured with high-performance liquid chromatography and UV

detector: normetanephrine 0.16 μmol/24 h, range 0.01–2.13;

metanephrine 0.1 μmol/24 h, range 0.01–1.62; adrenaline

17 nmol/24 h, range 5–110; noradrenaline 141 nmol/24 h, range

40–600). Therefore, therapy with doxazosin 2 mg TID was

started, and oxycodone therapy was re-boosted at 15 + 15 + 10 mg.

After the increase of the oxycodone dosage and the

introduction of doxazosin, the symptoms rapidly disappeared,

with a return to normal blood pressure values after a week

(average arterial pressure 120/70 mmHg), without palpitations

and sweating, allowing the suspension of the antihypertensive

therapy already after about 15 days.

CT scan and 18F-FDG positron emission tomography were

performed and excluded a paraganglioma recurrence. The

radiological features, combined with clinical data and endocrine

evaluation, allowed us to conclude that the symptomatology

reported by the patient could be attributed to opioid withdrawal

which mimicked a recurrence of secreting paraganglioma.

The rapid disappearance of symptoms with the resumption of

oxycodone therapy, the tests performed and the overall clinical

picture of the patient led us to exclude other possible causes of

hypertension, palpitations and sweating, such as peri-menopausal

hormonal variations. After the excluding of recurrent disease, it

was agreed with the patient to maintain the dosage of oxycodone
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until now. A new tapering effort will be planned using a

premedication with α2 agonists (Clonidine).
3. Pain management in cancer: the role
of opioid

Opioid are the cornerstone of cancer pain relief therapy.

Opioid therapy should be administered at different stages of the

disease, according to the clinical presentation (9). In choosing

the most appropriate therapy, the characteristics of each opioid

should be tailored to the clinical features of the individual

patient. Pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, adverse events,

toxicity, and drug interactions should be considered before

treatment. As regards the patients, we must consider gender, age,

the possible presence of genetically correlated alterations, site of

the primary tumor and metastases, pain characteristics (duration,

onset, irradiation, and so on), and any allergies and intolerances,

co-morbidities, simultaneous oncological and non-oncological

treatments, and excretory organ function (10).

As suggested by the guidelines of the different scientific

societies (European Association for Palliative Care, American

Society of Clinical Oncology, European Society for Medical

Oncology, and WHO) and their most recent revisions, pain-relief

therapy and opioid prescribing is based on the WHO steps scale,

since 1986 (11–16). In particular:

• weak opioids, such as codeine and tramadol, are recommended

if pain is reported as mild to moderate, there are no substantial

differences in the choice of drug to start with.

• strong opioids (i.e., morphine, and oxycodone) are

recommended when the pain intensity is moderate to severe.

For many years, morphine was considered the first-choice opioid

for the treatment of moderate to severe cancer pain. The

availability of new molecules and different routes of

administration has raised the question of opioid choice. In 2007,
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a Cochrane Review (17) investigated the role of oral morphine for

cancer pain treatment, including 3,749 patients in 54 studies. The

high heterogeneity of study design (thirteen and six studies

compared modified-release or immediate-release morphine with

other opioid respectively, and the others compared different

morphine formulations) and the low number of patients

recruited in each trial (fewer than 100 participants) were not able

to detect a superiority between the formulations or comparative

drugs. An updated Cochrane Review confirmed these results:

similar efficacy on analgesia and side-effects in opioid-naive

patients were reported for oral morphine, oxycodone, and

hydromorphone. In clinical practice, several opioid drugs are

regularly prescribed in patients with cancer pain: oral morphine

(18), oxycodone, or fentanyl (19–23). Only a few differences have

been identified across the opioid investigated for the treatment of

cancer-related pain, and none of the investigated agents offered a

safer profile in terms of adverse events (24).

The choice of the most appropriate opioid for the treatment of

moderate or severe cancer pain should balance pharmacokinetic

properties (first bioavailability) and the route of administration.

Furthermore, in cases of organ failure or renal/kidney

impairment, clinicians should try to avoid complications and

toxicities. Unless there are no alternatives, morphine should be

avoided in case of moderate to severe renal impairment.

Oxycodone, fentanyl, and hydromorphone should be carefully

monitored because they are primarily excreted in urine (17). A

systematic review in 2022 evaluated the use of opioid in patients

with cancer and hepatic impairment. The results, conducted in

less than a hundred patients, were not sufficient to indicate a

preferred opioid in cancer patients with liver dysfunction (25).

According to guidelines, opioid therapy should be initiated as

immediate-release formulations and used first on demand for

symptom control, at the lowest dose to achieve acceptable analgesia,

that can be shared with the patient’s expectations (12, 24). After

adequate titration, extended-release or long-acting opioid

formulation should be provided with around-the-clock dosing in all

patients, with the supply of a rescue short-acting medication to

manage breakthrough or transient pain exacerbations (12, 26, 27).

For better pain relief, patients who have been taking other

analgesics, such as NSAIDs, may continue these analgesics for a

limited time after opioid initiation, if these agents provide

additional analgesia and are not contraindicated (24). In

addition, for neuropathic pain in advanced cancer patients with

opioid failure, the combination with an adjuvant effective in

neuropathic cancer pain (GABA-inhibitors, duloxetine, tricyclic

antidepressants) has to be considered (5).
3.1. Opioid side effects

The most common side effects of long-term opioid

administration are constipation, nausea and vomiting, sedation

and dizziness, physical tolerance and/or dependence, and

respiratory depression. Less common adverse events are delayed

gastric emptying, immunologic and hormonal dysfunction

(especially regarding cortisol secretion), muscle rigidity and
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myoclonus, and opioid-induced hyperalgesia. Among them,

opioid-induced constipation and nausea are challenging

symptoms: they often persist because tolerance does not develop,

especially the former. Opioid-induced side effects may be severe

enough to require a dose reduction or drug discontinuation (28).

Tolerance, a loss of analgesic efficacy, could lead to progressive

increasing dose requirements. Tolerance can be divided into two

main classifications:

• Innate: the predisposition genetically determined, that starts

from the first opioid dose;

• Acquired: the consequence of repeated drug exposure and

linked to pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics (29).

Moreover, physical dependence and addiction could prevent

proper prescribing and inadequate pain management (28).

Pain relief therapy could be insufficient to control symptoms

in some opioid-seeking patients; therefore, the term pseudo-

addiction has been used to indicate when the clinical

presentation is secondary to pain under-treatment of pain,

rather than addiction (30).

3.1.1. Opioid-induced constipation (OIC)
The prevalence of OIC ranges from 40% to 95% of opioid-

treated patients: its consequences increase morbidity and

mortality, with a significant QoL reduction. Finally, long-term

chronic constipation can also result in rectal pain, burning,

hemorrhoid formation until bowel obstruction with potential

bowel rupture, and death (31).

Three subtypes of opioid receptors are reported: μ, δ, or κ.

Analgesia is mainly achieved through stimulation of central μ

receptors; however, opioid receptors are the natural ligands for

endogenously produced neurotransmitters in the central and

peripheral nervous systems. Opioid activates also those μ

receptors in the gastrointestinal tract that control gut motility

(32, 33). Their activation results in opioid-induced adverse

gastrointestinal effects: increased sphincter tone, reduced

secretions and increased water absorption, reduced gastric emptying,

and reduced propulsion of chime through the intestine (34).

Prevention and treatment of constipation are essential for

the management of opioid treatment: the combination with

prophylactic laxatives is recommended early, also before the

opioid prescription. The two most used central opioid receptor

antagonists are naloxone and naltrexone. The former acts also

in the peripheral nervous system, it can be administered

separately from opioid medications, or combined in fixed-dose

tablets. A significant first-pass metabolism explains the

predominant intestinal effect of naloxone, explaining its role

in treating OIC (35). On the contrary, the Peripherally Acting

μ Opioid Receptor Antagonists (PAMORAs) are developed to

selectively block peripherally located μ opioid receptors,

with minimal effects on the centrally mediated analgesic

properties (36).
3.1.2. Opioid-induced nausea and vomiting (OINV)
The activation of opioid receptor in central and peripheral sites

leads to OINV (37). The OINV impact on treatment adherence
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often leads to inadequate pain management; a persistent long-term

OINV negatively impacts patient’s functional outcomes, well-

being, and mental health (38). Several individual factors, such as

age, sex, race, genetic polymorphisms, and metabolic differences

in pharmacodynamics/pharmacokinetics can explain the large

inter-individual variability of OINV onset (39). The incidence of

nausea and vomiting after opioid treatment is lower in geriatric

patients, while females may have a 60% higher risk of OINV (39,

40).
3.1.3. Opioid-induced hyperalgesia (OIH)
In the long-term management of opioid analgesic therapy,

opioid-induced hyperalgesia (OIH) is a paradoxical opioid effect

and should not be forgotten: OIH often leads to the need to

reduce or modify the therapy (41). OIH is defined as a state of

nociceptive sensitization caused by opioid exposure. It is a

paradoxical, excessive, and disproportionate pain response in a

patient receiving opioid pain therapy, and therefore non-painful

stimuli could be perceived negatively by the patient (42).

Treating OIH is often a time-consuming clinical challenge.

The main available options include opioid treatment

discontinuation or switch to a different opioid, or a low-dose

start due to incomplete cross-tolerance, allowing an overall

dose reduction. Improved analgesia after opioid rotation has

been reported in several clinical situations (43). The use of

NMDA antagonists, able to prevent opioid tolerance, is used

to manage OIH (44); but there are no large randomized

controlled trials and data are not robust. An approach that

combines different drugs, as pregabalin and COX-2 inhibitors,

may play a role in OIH management (45).
4. Opioid use disorders (OUD)

Substance use disorders are chronic illnesses characterized by

relapse and remission: OUD definition includes tolerance and

withdrawal (46). A checklist of symptoms developed by the

American Psychiatric Association is defined in the Diagnostic

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-5)

is used to diagnose OUD (47). It represents an epidemiological

emergency, associated with increased mortality, sharply

increasing in recent years: an estimated 10.3 million people in

the United States misused opioid in 2018, including 9.9 million

people who misused opioid for pain treatment (47). Vulnerability

to OUD can be affected by several innate and acquired factors,

such as genetic background, prolonged exposure to μ-opioid

agonists for analgesia, untreated underlying psychiatric disorders,

young-er age, and social/familial background (48).

OUD assessments proposed by The American Society of

Addiction Medicine are structured around six dimensions: acute

intoxication, medical conditions and complications, emotional

and cognitive conditions or complications, readiness for change,

continued use or continued problem potential, recovery/living

environment.
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4.1. Glossary

4.1.1. Abstinence
The intentional and consistent restraint from the pathological

pursuit of reward and/or relief. Abstinence involves the use of

substances and other behaviors. The term abuse is not

recommended for clinical or research purposes, it was previously

applied to psychoactive substance-related disorders in the DSM.

4.1.2. Addiction
It is the inability to stop a substance. It is defined as a chronic,

relapsing disorder, characterized by compulsive drug seeking and

use despite adverse harmful consequences. Addiction is a chronic

medical condition that combine the interactions among brain

circuits, genetic background, environment, and an individual’s

life experiences.

4.1.3. Dependence
Physical dependence is a “state of neurological adaptation that

is manifested by a drug class-specific withdrawal syn-drome,

produced by abrupt cessation, rapid dose reduction, decreasing

blood level of the drug, and/or administration of an antagonist”

- psychological dependence is a “subjective sense of need for a

specific psychoactive substance, either for its positive effects or to

avoid negative effects associated with its abstinence”.

4.1.4. Tolerance
The reduced responsiveness to an opioid agonist that occurs with

its long-term use. Accelerated metabolism and excretion are defined

as metabolic tolerance. On the contrary, the central nervous system is

less sensitive to the agonist in functional tolerance.

Opioid withdrawal begins when the agonistic activity of opioid

receptor is reduced after the metabolism of the last dose, after drug

discontinuation or antagonist therapy. Withdrawal syndrome is

characterized by somatic and psychological symptoms.

[reassumed in Figure 2].
5. Opioid withdrawal in clinical
practice

According to the DSM-5 and as defined in the previous section,

withdrawal from a substance is defined as “the substance-specific

problematic behavioral change, with physiologic and cognitive

components, that is due to the cessation of, or reduction in,

heavy and prolonged substance use” and in the International

Classification of Diseases, 10th edition, as “a group of symptoms

of variable clustering and severity occurring on absolute or

relative withdrawal of a psycho-active substance after persistent

use of that substance” (49). In clinical practice, common signs

and symptoms of opioid withdrawal syndrome are hypertension,

tachycardia, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, mydriasis, piloerection,

lacrimation, rhinorrhea, and insomnia (50, 51).

It is generally accepted that a gradual reduction should not be

accompanied by the appearance of withdrawal symptoms, while
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FIGURE 2

Balance among opioid tolerance and addiction. On the one hand we have the physiological mechanisms of tolerance and physical dependence on
opioid. On the other hand, the alarm bells that every doctor must keep in mind during pain-relieving therapy with opioid. Not paying adequate
attention to the risk factors which, even in the patient with cancer, can lead to addiction, causes the balance between the two aspects of opioid
therapy to become unbalanced. A careful anamnesis and the close monitoring of the patient, allows the physician to keep the two pans of the scales
in balance, obtaining the maximum pain response and minimizing the risks. Created with BioRender.com.
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these are to be expected with more robust decreases (52). The drug

half-life is one of the main features that affect the onset (early or

delayed) opioid withdrawal and the duration of the clinical

syndrome. The mechanism of withdrawal, especially regarding

the interactions between opioid and noradrenergic systems,

explains the symptoms (53, 54). In clinical practice, some

common symptoms (such as sedation, hypotension, and reduced

respiration rate) are secondary to the suppressed norepinephrine

release induced by the μ receptor opioid cAMP-mediated

activation on noradrenergic neurons in the locus coeruleus (53,

55, 56). In chronic opioid use, this pathway regains, leading to a

norepinephrine excess in the locus coeruleus, which underlies the

characteristic symptoms of opioid withdrawal. The μ-opioid

receptor agonists and partial agonists (as methadone and

buprenorphine) and α2 agonists (clonidine and lofexidine) are

used to treat opioid withdrawal symptoms.
5.1. Evaluation scales for withdrawal
syndrome

There are many scales, tools, and questionnaires that could be

useful in the diagnosis and during follow-up of opioid withdrawal

syndrome, such as:
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• Objective Opioid Withdrawal Scale (OOWS) (57),

• Clinical Opioid Withdrawal Scale (COWS) (58),

• Slubjective Opioid Withdrawal Scale (SOWS) (59).

None of these tools has been specifically validated for the patient

with cancer pain.

5.2. Feasible pharmacological treatment of
withdrawal syndrome

Evidence-based recommendations are lacking: randomized

controlled trials are not available to establish which drug is the

most suitable for the management of withdrawal symptoms

during opioid reduction or withdrawal, particularly in cancer

patients (50).

Drug choice strongly depends on the expected goal.

Buprenorphine is probably the treatment of choice if the target is

the discontinuation of opioid therapy in patients still

complaining of pain, given its superiority in terms of pain

control over α2 agonists. However, buprenorphine alone does not

control withdrawal symptoms, and α2 agonists can be combined

with adjuvant drugs.

Methadone and buprenorphine are both recommended for the

management of opioid withdrawal, their reduction of withdrawal

symptoms and improvement of opioid abstinence are similar.
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Methadone is contraindicated in case of acute bronchial asthma or

hypercapnia, and in known or suspected paralytic ileus. Methadone

use should be carefully balanced with adverse events in patients

with psychiatric disorders, decompensated liver disease,

respiratory insufficiency, or concomitant use of sedative,

hypnotic, anxiolytic or other QT-interval affecting drugs.

Attention should be paid to the substances that interfere with

this cytochrome P450 enzyme, such as anticonvulsants,

antiretrovirals, and alcohol (60).

Buprenorphine is a partial µ opioid receptor agonist available

in different formulations, most of which have been approved by

the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) since 2015.

Buprenorphine is recommended for the pharmacological

treatment of OUD and opioid withdrawal: results are similar to

methadone, and superior to lofexidine or clonidine (61–64).

Buprenorphine should also be used with caution in patients with

current or previous hepatic dysfunction, and in patients who

have concomitant alcohol or sedative use, hypnotic, or anxiolytic

use disorder. Moreover, buprenorphine use in patients with

hypovolemia or severe cardiovascular disease may emphasize its

hypotensive effects. Significant medication interactions include

alcohol, sedatives and agents that affect CYP3A4 activity (azole

antifungals, macrolide antibiotics such as erythromycin, and HIV

protease inhibitors).

Alpha-2 adrenergic agonists can be used to treat withdrawal

syndrome when patients reduce buprenorphine or methadone.

0.1–0.3 mg of Clonidine every 6–8 h, with a maximum dose of

1.2 mg daily, is used until side effects (mainly arterial

hypotension). Clonidine is often combined with other non-

narcotic medications targeting specific opioid withdrawal

symptoms (as benzodiazepines for anxiety, loperamide for

diarrhea, acetaminophen or NSAIDs for pain) (65).

Buprenorphine, in contrast, is less limited in several countries.

It was introduced for the first time in the U.S. for the treatment of

OUD under the Drug Addiction Treatment Act of 2000 (DATA

2000) (66, 67). It allows buprenorphine prescription in

outpatients by any licensed physician after a dedicated training.

In the US, regulatory restrictions on the use of opioid agonists

(or partial agonists) for the treatment of OUD require new

legislation that considers the use of buprenorphine. In 2002, the

FDA approved buprenorphine in patients with OUD (66, 67). In

a 2017 Cochrane review (68), Gowing collected the available

clinical evidence regarding the utility of buprenorphine in the

treatment of opioid withdrawal. Authors reviewed 27 studies

involving 3,048 individuals; the collected manuscripts compared

buprenorphine with clonidine or lofexidine (n = 14),

buprenorphine with methadone (n = 6), or buprenorphine

tapering (n = 7). Buprenorphine was associated with a lower

withdrawal score than α2 agonists (clonidine and lofexidine,

seven studies in 902 patients), longer retention in treatment (five

studies, 558 patients), and increased likelihood of withdrawal

treatment completion (12 studies in 1,264 cases). A direct

comparison among studies was not feasible because each author

used a different scale. In such scenario, an effort of the scientific

community is to homogenize the scale used. Buprenorphine was

similar to methadone in terms of treatment duration or
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completion rate. Clonidine reduces noradrenergic hyperactivity in

locus coeruleus neurons that cause opioid withdrawal symptoms,

and therefore is effective in patients (53, 56, 69). In a 2016

Cochrane review, Gowing and colleagues (65) investigated the

use of α2 agonists (especially clonidine and in minor parts

lofexidine, tizanidine, and guanfacine) in the treatment of opioid

withdrawal. α2 agonist treatment (five studies with clonidine, one

with lofexidine) was more effective than placebo and more likely

to result in the completion of treatment, withdrawal signs and

symptoms occurred and resolved earlier than methadone, and

treatment duration was shorter. Also in this case measures of

withdrawal severity differed between studies (50).
6. Endocrine aspects of opioid use and
withdrawal

Several drugs (not only opioid) are able to modulate the activity

of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis or the

sympathetic nervous system, leading to an impaired secretion or

activity of respectively cortisol or catechol-amines. Moreover,

somatic and motivational symptoms accompanying opioid

withdrawal are secondary to the activation of stress-related

processes (either cortisol or catecholamines).

The impact of chronic opioid administration and its final result

in HPA axis tolerance-induced and abstinence-induced ACTH/

cortisol hypersecretion has been extensively studied in animal

models. In rats, ACTH and corticosterone (rat steroidogenesis

does not secrete cortisol) responses to CRH and ACTH were not

related to morphine tolerance (70). In mice, a systemic

pretreatment with prazosin or propranolol (the selective

antagonists of the α1-adrenergic and the β-adrenergic receptor,

respectively), or with spironolactone (the mineralocorticoid

receptor antagonist) decreased somatic symptoms of morphine

withdrawal (induced with naloxone after a chronic morphine

treatment), allowing to measure somatic and affective/

motivational aspects of physical morphine dependence. The

withdrawal symptoms assessed in the study were jumps, rearing,

paw tremors, body tremors, wet-dog shakes, teeth chattering,

defecations, and urinations. Moreover, in the same model, only

propranolol pretreatment attenuated the dysphoric affective state

accompanying opioid withdrawal (71). Lateral hypothalamic

orexin system function extends beyond reward seeking: it can

play a role in the expression of addiction-like state in rats (72).

The locus coeruleus is involved in opioid addiction development:

in mice, hypothalamic hypocretin innervation increases after

morphine administration, correlated with an increase in tyrosine

hydroxylase expression (the enzyme that catalyzes the rate

limiting step in this synthesis of catecholamines). Elimination of

hypocretin neurons prevents the tyrosine hydroxylase increase

and reduces the somatic and affective components of opioid

withdrawal (73). Depleted animals showed a significant decrease

in the global withdrawal syndrome score compared with intact

controls after naloxone-precipitated withdrawal (73). C1 neurons

in the rostral ventrolateral medulla express the adrenaline-

synthesizing enzyme phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase:
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chronic morphine use in rats produces a selective internalization of

mu-opioid receptors in C1 neurons, and may precipitate the

sympathetic hyperactivity during acute opioid withdrawal (74).

Finally, it has been speculated that some opioid can be quickly

converted to catecholamines in vivo. It is suggested to occur in

addition to the acute conversion into their known metabolites,

and can play a role in abuse and dependence. Not only analgesic

opioid (morphine and oxycodone) but also their antagonists

(naltrexone and naloxone) may be converted to catecholamines

through a series of currently unidentified reactions. From a

chemical point-of-view, the molecule of morphine and

oxycodone contain some domains (especially methyl groups): the

formation of dopamine or epinephrine is possible if these methyl

groups are enzymatically removed (75).

In humans, chronic opioid dependence may cause the altered

function of the HPA axis, and opioid withdrawal may change

cortisol or amine concentrations. In 2008 it has been reported a

decreased pituitary responsiveness and an increased adrenal

cortisol response in two groups of patients with opioid

dependence treated with benzodiazepines and clonidine (30

patients), or with methadone (30 patients). CRH concentration

during acute abstinence was lower in patients treated with

benzodiazepines and clonidine or methadone; CRH levels then

normalized 30 and 90 days after withdrawal in the former group.

Contrariwise, ACTH levels were similar to controls. Cortisol

levels during acute abstinence were higher in patients treated

with benzodiazepines and clonidine and lower in those treated

with methadone (both with respect to controls) (76). Metyrapone

test is considered convenient and sensitive, when compared with

the insulin-induced hypoglycemia, to assess the integrity of HPA

axis function (77). The metyrapone test was performed in 18

methadone-maintained former heroin addict patients, 10 without

and 8 with ongoing cocaine dependence, resulting in ACTH

hyperresponsivity in the latter group (78).

In mammals, not only the adrenal cortex (HPA axis) but also

the adrenal medulla (with catecholamines) is involved in stress

response and may be affected by opioid use and its withdrawal.

Plasmatic adrenaline concentrations in-crease up to 30-fold (with

a minor magnification of noradrenaline) after the initial injection

of naloxone during ultra-rapid opioid detoxification, leading to

increased heart rate and stroke volume (79). In the same setting

of naloxone receptor blockade for opioid detoxification, pre-

administration of the α2-adrenoceptor agonist clonidine decreases

the muscle sympathetic activity and catecholamine plasma

concentrations (80). However, a concomitant antisocial

personality disorder (ASPD) can induce a possible impairment of

this clonidine effect (81).

Some case reports support the evidence that opioid

withdrawal leads to sympathetic hyperactivity and increased

catecholamine release, which may trigger catecholamine-induced

cardiomyopathy, resulting in heart failure and fatal arrhythmias

(8). Takotsubo is characterized by transient left ventricular apex

wall motion abnormality, similar to acute coronary syndrome but

with normal coronary artery flow. In 2021, it has been reported a

case of a woman with a past history of intravenous drug abuse

on opioid substitution treatment with buprenorphine. She
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presented in the Emergency Department with tachycardia,

tachypnea, and bilateral rales; she reported that she did not use

buprenorphine for three days. A takotsubo cardiomyopathy was

found in left ventriculography (apical ballooning): opioid

withdrawal mediates sympathetic overdrive and may trigger

takotsubo syndrome development (82). The main hypothesis for

the physiopathology of takotsubo is that a rapid and significant

increase of serum catecholamines (secondary to a stressful event:

it was also known as the “broken heart syndrome” may cause

microvascular coronary spasm, with inflammation and

dysfunction (83). The main model of sympathetic

overstimulation is pheochromocytoma and its related

cardiomyopathy (84).

Clonidine is a central α2-adrenoreceptors agonist, it reduces

sympathetic outflow and noradrenaline release from sympathetic

nerve endings. Obviously, autonomous catecholamine secretion

from pheochromocytoma-paraganglioma (PPGL) is not affected

by clonidine: suppression test with clonidine is used in patients

with suspected PPGL and moderate endocrine excess (85).

Evidence-based studies regarding endocrine aspects of

withdrawal syndrome are limited in patients that use opioids for

addiction, and extremely limited in cancer patients during the

withdrawal phase. Catecholamine-based symptoms are only a

puzzle piece of the several aspects that must be considered in a

holistic approach when facing a patient.
7. The opioid deprescribing in cancer
pain

In the last decades, cancer-therapy improvements have

dramatically changed the natural history of the disease for many

patients, modifying their life expectancy from diagnosis and

survival curves (86). In this scenario, there are several reasons

that may bring out the clinical or social need to reduce or stop

opioid pain therapy (87). Pain could reduce or completely remit

after an effective cancer cure, either from surgery or

radiotherapy, or pharmacological treatments. Sedation and other

opioid side effects could obstacles to work and activities resume;

indeed, long-term opioid therapies increase risks of abuse and

misuse.

Deprescription integrates opioid management expertise from

the prescribing schedule, to opioid therapy initiation, dose

titration, to switching or discontinuation, as reassumed in

Figure 3. Opioid tapering with the intention to discontinue

when side effects outweigh the benefits must always be

considered (87). As already addressed in the previous chapters,

protracted opioid use is associated with many adverse effects,

such as constipation, nausea and vomiting, daytime somnolence,

increased risk of falls, and poor concentration or memory loss. It

has also been high-lighted an increased mortality rate in patients

taking 100 mg/24 h of morphine or equivalent, compared with

doses equivalent low than 20 mg/24 h (87, 88).

However, while the guidelines on the initiation and

management of cancer pain relief therapy with opioid are clear,

indications for the tapering of opioid therapy in cancer patients
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are very poor and often developed in the context of drug addiction

(89). Alongside the pharmacological strategies previously reported,

the literature suggests some fundamental principles that can be the

cornerstone of the correct management of this therapeutic phase,

reassumed in Table 1.

Clinicians should always work with patients and their

caregivers to define the best approach for pain management,

immediately establishing realistic goals, with a view to a shared

planning of the therapeutic path (90–92). Furthermore, risk

factors for developing analgesic dependence must be seriously

considered also for cancer patients, particularly when the disease

is in remission. If UOD emerges from the beginning of the

therapy in the general population suffering from chronic pain,

in cancer patients it is conceivable that the aspects of

psychological dependence emerge more clearly in the

deprescribing process.

It is therefore essential, in the choice of pain-relief therapy, an

accurate clinical history that highlights the potential risk factors of

OUD. Furthermore, the role of the psychologist who can follow the

patient in the various phases of the disease and also in that of the

reduction of opioid therapy is fundamental. These factors may not

preclude the use of opioid therapy for pain, but their management

needs careful supervision (88).

Proper management of tapering of opioid in cancer patients

should be indeed based on five cardinal points (88):

1. Share the importance of reducing opioid with the patient,

according to the phase of the disease and the life-prolonging

therapies,
FIGURE 3

The journey of opioid prescription. At first, before prescription, the physician h
prescription of the pain-relief therapy must follow the guidelines, considering t
Also, radiotherapy and physical rehabilitation have to be considered. The p
underestimated. Equal attention must be given to the tapering of pain-reliev
carefully monitored and instructed on the symptoms that may appear (i.e.,
path involving oncologists and pain specialists, shared with the patient, can s
in long survivors. Created with BioRender.com.
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2. Involve the patient, giving him as much freedom as possible about

how to reduce opioid, with ongoing management and support,

3. Accurate and shared planning of the tapering until the

discontinuation,

4. Adopt multidisciplinary strategies for the management of

anxiety and related disorders,

5. Ensure the patient understands the difficulty of the pathway

and the need for support.

8. Conclusions

The clinical case that we presented allowed us to reflect on the

underestimated incidence of withdrawal syndrome in cancer

patients on long-term opioid therapy. In clinical practice, the

symptoms presented by the patient mimicked a cancer recurrence,

requiring an appropriate modification of the follow-up times and

involving an important amount of anxiety to the patient herself,

which a careful management of the opioid deprescribing process

would have avoided. Our findings are limited to a single case

report, that we used as a springboard for the whole work. It is a

limitation, nonetheless larger studies with a sufficient number of

patients are required to confirm that clonidine (or other α-agonist)

should be used in the withdrawal phase in patients treated with

opioid with cancer pain, not only in those with addiction.

In this narrative review, we summarized some aspects that are

relevant to the medical management of opioid treatment for cancer

pain. First, opioid withdrawal syndrome can mimic several

symptoms that are very common in cancer patients. We used a

scholarly case presentation of a patient with a history of metastatic
as to do a thorough assessment of the patient and the social context. The
he clinical characteristics of the patient and the localization of the disease.
sychological aspects and non-pharmacological therapies should not be
ing therapy: each step must be shared with the patient, who has to be
hypertension, tachycardia, sweating, palpitations, …). A multidisciplinary
ignificantly reduce the risk of developing OUD for the patient, especially
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TABLE 1 Opioid deprescribing process: from risk factor to shared
decision.

Opioid deprescribing process in cancer patients: from risk
factor to shared decision

Risk factors of developing analgesic dependence

- previous personal or family history of addiction,

- reluctance to acknowledge psychological contributors to pain,

- significant psychiatric comorbidity

- social isolation

Potential obstacles: Potential facilitator:
- fear of pain recrudescence - stable family and friendly support

- fear of less effective non-opioid
analgesic drugs

- proper education in recognizing the side
effects of opioid,

- feeling of abandonment in the
deprescribing process,

- identify personal reasons that may affect
the route (i.e., work and driving
restrictions)

- limited availability and
affordability of health care.

- use of non-pharmacological therapies

Key principles of correct management of opioid deprescribing

1. share the importance of reducing opioid to the patient, according to the phase
of the disease and the life-prolonging therapies,

2. involve the patient with ongoing management and support,

3. outline ad accurate and shared tapering plan,

4. management of anxiety and related disorders,

5. ensure the patient understands the difficulty of the pathway and the need for
support.
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sporadic paraganglioma, to underline the endocrine aspects of opioid

withdrawal syndrome. Moreover, in cancer patients, a high

psychological burden leads patients and physicians to underestimate

some distinctive symptoms of abstinence as asthenia and nausea.

The clinical case also allowed us also to highlight the lack of

guidelines on opioid tapering in cancer patients. Patients with

cancer pain clearly represent a different population from those with

chronic non-cancer pain, due to the evolutionary characteristics of

the underlying disease, which often lead to long-term therapy. One

of the fundamental reflections that emerge from our experience is

that the correct timing for reducing therapy must be identified

according to the patient, who has to be correctly informed about

the symptoms that may appear in this process. As is often done in

titration, even in the deprescribing it could be useful to create a

“therapeutic diary” for the patient, to report withdrawal symptoms.

Follow-up by the pain specialist should also be strictly timed.

In clinical practice, there are several tools that can help

physicians to unmask opioid withdrawal; nonetheless, none of

them is tailored to the patient that uses opioid to relief cancer

pain: an effort in this regard is suggested to the scientific

community of palliative specialists. These tools should be

validated not only for inpatients, but their use is “out” of the
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hospitalization, at home, and pain management should be shared

with caregivers, nurses, and general practitioners: the awareness

of the pain and opioid use (and its withdrawal syndrome) should

be enriched in all clinical settings.

Themost relevant food for thought that emergeswith respect to the

management of this clinical case is the frequent lack of education of the

patient to promptly recognize withdrawal symptoms. Patients with

cancer are used to experiencing negative symptoms related to life-

prolonging treatments and therefore resilient towards the appearance

of even disturbing symptoms. In developing ad hoc guidelines for

opioid deprescribing, we deem it useful to suggest the creation of a

self-completion questionnaire for daily administration that allows the

patient to promptly identify the onset of withdrawal symptoms. It is

also essential to illustrate, share and agree from the beginning of

opioid tapering on the therapeutic attitude to maintain in the event

of the onset of symptoms: return to the previous dosage vs use of

drugs for symptom management vs. multimodal non-

pharmacological approach. The keyword must therefore be the

sharing of decisions. Furthermore, the presence of a multidisciplinary

team is the added factor to optimize the patient management,

integrating moreover the outpatient approach with home service.
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